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Established in 1997, African Drumming has 
become Australia’s trusted name in West African 
music. We do it all: classes, tours, products and 
events.

Based in Melbourne, we operate across Australia 
with a large network of talented drummers, 
dancers and performance artists. Our performers 
hail from across West Africa, including Mali, 
Senegal and Ghana, and we also boast 
homegrown Australian talent  Each member of 
our crew is an all rounder but have their own 
speciality, be it acrobatic dancing, roving street 
party drumming, ambient musicianship, or 
engaging young people. 

WHO WE ARE
WHAT WE DO

ABOUT US

We love what we do and it shows. We have 
over 15 years experience in the music and 
entertainment industry and a solid reputation for 
delivering superb events. We know what it takes 
to put on a great show. We’ve added Marching 
Bands, Middle Eastern ensembles and Brazilian 
ensembles to our repertoire, offering you more 
choices than ever to wow your crowd.

Contact us for video and audio clips so you can 
really see us come to and to discuss what we can 
offer. We’ll tailor the experience to your event.



Stage Shows 
Community Events 
Festivals
4 - 8 piece

Roving Performances
Formal Functions

Smaller Events
3 piece

High Impact Events
Indoor or Outdoor

Offering infectiously groovy dance music and 
high energy stage shows, this versatile and 
experienced ensemble performs beautiful, 
driving percussion that can be tailored to include 
a dance spectacular. Ideal for big events that 
demand a high impact performance.

AFRO BIG BAND

Three piece ambient African ensemble 
with lead djembe, bass drums, melodic 

instruments and songs. Their music 
encapsulates the uplifting spirit of the 

region. Perfect for weddings, functions 
and formal events.

AGOGO

Add a spectacular visual element with a 
fire show choreographed to the energetic 

rhythms of West Africa. The standard 
outfit is 1 fire artist with 2 drummers. We 

can tailor an ensemble to suit your event.

RHYTHMS 
OF FIRE

BANDS & ENSEMBLES

If you’re looking for African bands 
then look no further. Our ensembles 
will bring the spirit of West Africa 
to your event. These are our most 
popular groups: we’re flexible in 
our approach and will tailor an 
entertainment package which suits 
your vision. Want an interactive 
experience? You can drum and 
dance with us! We can bring 
along drums and shakers for your 
audience to join in too.

POPULAR  
CHOICES



Roving Performances
Formal Functions

Larger Events
2 - 15 Piece

 A versatile and unique roving 
Marching Band with all the flair and 

skill to blow away your next event! Our 
team are professional percussionists 
and horn players trained in marching 

tricks and choreography.

Roving Performances
Formal Functions

Smaller Events
1 - 8 Dancers

Evocative, hypnotic and sensual 
– Authentic belly dance driven by 

the pulsating rhythms of the Middle 
East. Both solo and group shows 

available. Tarraba are unforgettable 
Wow Factor addition to any event.

TARRABA 
DANCERS

VIVA AFRO 
BRAZIL

MARCHING 
MAHEM

Roving Performances
Formal Functions

Larger Events
2 - 15 Piece

This Traditional Afro-Brazilian 
percussion and dance group offers 

an authentic South American 
experience.  Rhythm, song and 

movement star in this colourful and 
vibrant show Traditional dance is 

also available on request

Roving Performances
Formal Functions

Festivals & Weddings
1 - 8 Dancers

It’s Carnivale time ladies and 
Gentlemen! Combining pulsating live 
percussion with fully costumed exotic 
dancers. It’s a feast for the eyes and 

ears as we make you front row for a high 
voltage Latin American street Carnival.

SAMBA LA 
MAMA

BANDS & ENSEMBLES

Roving Performances
Community Events

Large Functions
2 - 5 piece

Festivals
Markets & Fetes

Community Events
3 - 10 piece

This drum and dance ensemble 
offers the party music of West 

Africa. Book when you’re 
expecting amazing high energy 

performances incorporating 
traditional dance, song 

and theatre.

An advanced student 
ensemble led by seasoned 

professionals. This 
experienced ensemble is 

available at great rates; ideal 
for non profits.

SESSI 
SESSI

ZAZU



PERFORMERS

Don’t quite need a full band? Choose your own 
combination of performers and facilitators. We 
have a crack team of drummers and dancers who 
are available nationwide for any and all kinds of 
events. A drum and dance combination makes an 
awesome impression that will wow your audience. 
We also have face painters, witch doctors and fire 
twirlers available. Offering both interactive and 
performance based sessions, we’ll prescribe the 
perfect performer for your event.

DRUMMERS
From West African to homegrown talent, our 
experienced percussionists are lively entertainers 
and performers.

DANCERS 
Acrobatic and theatrical, our team of male and 
female dancers add colour and vitality to a range  
of shows. 

YOUR CHOICE



CORPORATE EVENTS

African Drumming is a dynamic experience 
that energises and unites making it particularly 
suited to the corporate environment.

Spectacular as a performance and powerful 
as a team-building mechanism, we’ve had 
amazing success with corporate drumming 
over the years.

We’ve collaborated with a broad range 
of clients including GE Money, L’oreal, 
Transurban, NAB, Westfarmers and Cricket 
Australia.

From productive and motivating workshops to 
vibrant interactive performances to amazing 
stage shows - we can cater for any sized 
crowd.

Whether you need to make an impression, bring 
people together or just make sure everyone 
has a great time, African Drumming will leave 
everybody invigorated and wanting more!

YOUR ULTIMATE 
CORPORATE EXPERIENCE

TEAM-BUILDING
CONFERENCES

GALA OPENINGS
COMPLEX OPENINGS

PROMOTIONAL EVENTS
EOY CELEBRATIONS

AWARD EVENINGS
LAUNCHES

AGMS

The WOW Factor Add-On
The icing on the cake, this energised 
performance makes any event 
memorable! This high impact drum and 
dance spectacular is a real highlight that 
will leave the crowd wow-ed. Available 
as an add-on to your workshop or as a 
stand-alone event.



Looking for original entertainment options? With 
performance-only or interactive sessions, we can cater 
to any audience. We’ve brought West African ambience 
to all kind of events, from intimate get togethers to 
pumping spectacular shows with hundreds of guests. 
No event is too big or too small.

PRIVATE FUNCTIONS
BAR MITZVAHS

WEDDINGS 
RECEPTIONS

BIRTHDAYS
PARTIES

African Drumming is perfect for events aimed at 
uniting and engaging people from a wide range of 
backgrounds. Our workshops break down barriers 
and offer the chance for everyone to get involved and 
have a great time together. We bring shakers as well 
as drums, and use African chanting so that people 
can join the ensemble in different ways. People are 
magnetically drawn to the music; it’s fantastic fun and 
something everyone will love.

COUNCIL & COMMUNITY SESSIONS
FESTIVALS

WELCOMING EVENTS
AWARDS 

CEREMONIES
ORIENTATION DAYS 

HARMONY DAYS
MULTICULTURAL 

EVENTS
FETES

GENERAL EVENTS



CONTACT US

(03) 9525 3073
0416 053 619
(03) 9012 7901
events@africandrumming.com.au
africandrumming.com.au
252 St Kilda Rd, St Kilda, VIC 3182

GET IN TOUCH
PHONE
SIMON
FAX
EMAIL
WEB
ADDRESS


